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A Cue for Love chapter 1030

Chapter 1030 Bunch Of Weaklings

Rubbing their palms together, the trio exchanged quick looks between themselves.

The tall and simian-like man at their lead could hardly contain himself. “I’ll go first!” He
made his way toward the chains as he spoke with his eyes filled with avariciousness.

When the man was undoing the buttons on the woman’s clothing, he suddenly felt a hot
tingle upon his fingers. It felt discomfiting, as though there were tens of thousands of ants
gnawing at him.

It got him thinking that it must be because of his lack of contact with women and touching
such a heavenly creature for the first time that brought about that stirring in his heart that, in
turn, led to the numbness and burning sensation on his fingertips.

Read more

Undressing her is only the beginning. Only what comes after is the real deal!

Consciously enduring that piercing pain, the man continued to work away at the buttons.
One, two, three… There are a total of five of them. By the time he got to the fourth one, the
pain in his hands was already causing him to twitch and shiver.

“My hands…” the man suddenly howled.

While preparing herself to enjoy the show, Heidi became startled by the man’s cries. “What’s
that racket about? What’s wrong with your hands?” she asked with a frown.

Both of the man’s hands were hurting so badly that he was no longer able to tell which one
was hurting more.

If it was akin to the sensation of getting gnawed by ants at the start, his hands now felt like
they were being plunged into boiling oil. The pain was so excruciating that it even caused
his voice to falter. “My hands… It hurts… I can’t move them anymore! It hurts so much! Help
me! Please!”
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Things went from bad to worst for the man who slumped down, half-kneeling in front of the
chains. He was in so much pain that he was sweating buckets and close to collapsing.

The masses had thought of the woman, dressed in a flowing white gown with her eyes
bound by a white sash and arms and legs restrained, as an earthly object of desire. Now
with the man prostrating before her for forgiveness, that scene evoked a feeling that he was
earnestly begging a goddess for her mercy.

They were shocked at themselves for conceiving such a peculiar notion, yet that was what
they felt about the imagery they had seen with their own very eyes.

Walking up alongside him, Heidi drove a foot into the man. “Oh, quit whining and get on with
it! I’ve spent good money for your pleasure, so don’t you pussy out on me now!”

The man doubled over and fell, but the pain in the spot where Heidi kicked him simply paled
in comparison to what he felt in his own hands. At present, the degree of pain had already
exceeded his own threshold, and it made him wish that he could just chop his own hands
off.

“Ouch… Ouch… Ouch…”

Seeing the lanky man writhing on the floor in agony got Heidi gritting her teeth. She then
glared at the other two. “You, and you. He’s out, so you’re up!”

When the other two men saw the lanky one close to wanting to end himself, they feared
ending up like him and were so petrified that they dared not move.

“No… I can’t…”

“Argh! I don’t dare to!”

That got Heidi bellowing in sternness, “Hopeless fools, all of you—shirking from such a deal
that has been presented to you on a platter! There’s nothing scary about her; it’s he who is
being useless! Can’t you see that her limbs have been restrained by chains? What could she
possibly do to any of you?”

Those two remained wary in spite of what Heidi said. At one point, they almost seemed
tempted to act, but seconds later, they found themselves right back where they started.
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“Bunch of weaklings!”

Grabbing whatever random item was within her reach, Heidi hurled them toward the pair.
One of the men with a lame foot got bloodied in the face when he was not able to duck in
time.

“I’ll show you how it’s done!”

Taking a deep breath, Heidi made her way in Natalie’s direction. The chain-bound woman
suddenly wriggled, eliciting a sharp, aggravating sound when metal grated against concrete.

So what if you’ve awakened? What are you going to do while still locked up in chains?

Coming alongside Natalie, Heidi sought to continue undoing the former’s buttons, but it was
not long after her hands made contact with Natalie’s clothes that she felt a searing
sensation coming instantly from her fingertips. Hiss!

Withdrawing her hands did not stop the pain. Heidi conversely began to feel that same
painful sensation of bug gnawing and oil boiling.
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